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7 days ago i went to the boxing gym and
my left hand was swelled and sore. i

didn’t think too much of it until later in
the week. then i noticed that my right

hand was sore also. as i got into the car
after work on friday evening i noticed my

right hand was also sore. and my left
hand. i didn’t think too much of it until i
went to bed and fell asleep. i woke up
saturday morning with all the pain and
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swelling in my hands had begun. i didn’t
know what to do. i called the emergency
number at my gym, waited for an answer

and then started to leave voicemail
message. i tried to look for an emt but i
couldn’t find one. then i tried calling the
fire department and they had a single

dispatcher. i couldn’t get an answer from
the dispatcher but i figured my hands
were swelling so badly i couldn’t even

open them to dial the number. i figured
that i’d have to wait for a fireman to

show up and that it would take a while.
at work i was trying to use my keyboard

but i couldn’t type. i sat there and
watched the clock ticking and waited. it
was about 10:30 when a fireman came.

he took my vitals and gave me an
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oxygen mask. he said i was ok and he’d
send someone over to take me to the
hospital. he said i should be ok for a

couple of days and that he’d keep an eye
on me. the hospital was about a half hour

away. about 20 minutes later my
husband called and said they had sent a

doctor. i was in the doctor’s office for
about 45 minutes. aagey se right was

born out of the fact that i was so
attached to the characters and the story
that i couldn't let it go. so when indrajit

said he wanted to do a feature film about
a homeless dad living on the streets in

kolkata, i got involved. having a
background in the field of print and

packaging and a love of animation, i was
convinced this would be the perfect
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blend. so it was indrajit who would later
tell me that i was the key person in his
team and that he would be dealing with

me for the next year and a half. from this
moment onwards we both shared the

same vision and the right man for the job
was born.
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Since the film is original I cant share any
details about its plot which I did get from
some light spoilers. The film is entirely
made up of a lifetime of watching films
and movies. For all I knew the American
office worker had never come across an
Indian monster on the freeway and the

vampire - the Russian serial killer used to
terrify him that is the basis for the villains
in the film. Working on the title sequence
I had to devise a way to cross cultures.

Things like vampires finding the greatest
eats on earth, a guy falling through the
ground into a well water full of snakes,
some fierce competition between two
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tribes over virgin females and the most
typical cannibalistic ritual of movie heros,
which is turning their victims into a kind
of living horror film. Seeing as we were

dealing with realism we started by
researching to find the mannerisms of

the Indian monster. All of the images are
100% original and may include

characters which have been used in
other media. For all I knew it could be the

hero from a musical or the superman
from the old DC comics or even the

cowboys from western movies. All I know
is that the Indian monster is a mix of all

of these. There were a few moments
when I watched the classic PG version of
the horror film Night of the Living Dead
and realized that the beast in the film
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was absolutely awesome, when I thought
that one day I will have my own horror
movie. So there you have it. The entire

film is the result of a lifetime of cinema. I
have been a part of the Mumbai film

industry for over twenty years and each
job has been an amazing ride. I was
awestruck with all the beauty that I

experienced working on Jeena Aur Jisko,
later came Dulhan Mil Gaya, which was
my first taste of wowing international

audience in the world market. The title
sequences of the movies were their

calling card to the world, I enjoyed being
one of them. So coming to the creation of

the title for Aagey Se Right was a little
daunting but the most exciting

assignment I had in this journey. Kudos
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to the creative team members Paratosh
Ghose and Suresh Bhagwat for coming

up with the most anarchic and innovative
title that I have seen in some time.
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